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Abstract
We survey results about shortness parameters for families of polyhedral graphs and mention
some open problems and conjectures. c© 1999 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved
1. Introduction
We consider nite simple undirected graphs. For a graph G=(V; E); v(G)= jV (G)j
denotes the order and h(G) the circumference, that is, the length of a longest cycle
in G. Evidently h(G)6v(G), with equality if and only if G is Hamiltonian. See Bondy
and Murty [2] for unexplained terms.
Let G be an innite family of graphs. In [9], Grunbaum and Walther dened three
parameters which can be used to measure how far from Hamiltonian the graphs in G
can be, as follows:




; the shortness exponent of G;




; the shortness coecient of G;
(G) = sup
G2G
[v(G)− h(G)]; the shortness index of G:
We abbreviate (G) to , and so on, if no confusion will arise. Note that  is used
in a quite dierent sense in Jendrol’ and Kekenak [20].
Clearly, 0661; 0661 and >0; moreover, =1 when >0 and =1 when
<1. Within these limitations any values of ;  and  are possible but we generally
nd that 0<<1 or 0<<1 or <1, that is, one (and only one) of the three
parameters has a ‘non-trivial’ numerical value. The value =0 and the pairs of values
=1; =0 and =1; =1 seem to occur only for articially devised families
like fKn2 ; n2+n: n=1; 2; 3; : : :g. Note that (G)= 0 indicates that all graphs in G are
Hamiltonian.
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It is sometimes useful to observe that if G0 is a subfamily of G then (G)6(G0);
(G)6(G0) and (G)>(G0):
In this paper we conne our attention to families of polyhedral graphs, to which
the majority of published results about shortness parameters apply. By the theorem of
Steinitz, a graph is polyhedral (that is, the graph of a polyhedron or 3-polytope) if and
only if it is planar and 3-connected. When a polyhedron is mapped into the plane any
chosen face can be mapped to the unbounded face of the resulting graph. However,
the numbers of dierent types of faces (3-gons, 4-gons and so on) in the graph are
xed by the numbers of such faces in the polyhedron.
Tutte [44] found a non-Hamiltonian 3-regular polyhedral graph and thereby disproved
a long-standing conjecture. Tutte’s graph has 46 vertices and the smallest counterex-
amples to the conjecture have 38 vertices [17]. Grinberg’s Theorem (see [2]) made it
easy to construct non-Hamiltonian polyhedral graphs (whether 3-regular or not) and
suggested the later emphasis on graphs with few types of faces.
In [45], Tutte proved that every 4-connected planar graph is Hamiltonian. Thus non-
Hamiltonian polyhedral graphs have connectivity exactly three.
By analogy with the degree of a vertex we shall sometimes say that a q-gon is a
face of degree q. We use  (R;P) to denote the family of all polyhedral graphs with
vertex degrees in a list R and face degrees in a list P. Here, R can take various forms:
a single letter r if the graphs are r-regular, an explicit list r1; r2; : : : ; rk in ascending
order, 6 r when all degrees from 3 up to r are allowed or <1 when all degrees
from 3 upwards are allowed. The possible forms of P are similar.
2. Early results
In [9], Grunbaum and Walther expressed some earlier results in terms of shortness
exponents. They also gave many new results and conjectures and suggested various
possible lines for further research. Here we give some sample results in our notation.
For proofs or references to earlier papers, see [9].
 ( (<1;p))6 log 2
log 3
for p=3; 4; 5;
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In [5], Ewald showed that =1 for the families  (67; 3);  (3; 4; 3; 4) and  (3;66).
The proofs given lead easily to the stronger conclusion that >0 for these three
families. In fact, ( (67; 3))= 0; by a result of Pareek [37].
The following conjectures were stated in [9] and they appear to remain open, apart
from Conjecture 2 for r=3 (see Section 5, below):
Conjecture 1. =1 for  (610; 3);  (67; 3; 4);  (65;65);  (3;611):
Conjecture 2. ( (6r;6p))>log 2=log 3 for all r; p>3, with equality if and only if
‘6 r’ is replaced by ‘<1’.
In [9], the inequalities 26( (3; 4; 3; 4))68 are attributed to Ewald. No proofs seem
to have been published, although the left-hand inequality can be veried at once by
considering the radial graph (dened, for instance, in [9,20]) of the cube. Again, it is
stated in [9] that it is not hard to prove that ( (4; 3; 4))= 0 but no proof seems to
have appeared. Thus we suggest:
Conjecture 3. ( (3; 4; 3; 4))68.
Conjecture 4. ( (4; 3; 4))= 0.
A corollary to Grinberg’s Theorem states that, if exactly one face of a planar graph
has degree not congruent to 2 (mod 3), then the graph is non-Hamiltonian. As an exam-
ple Grinberg gave a graph in  (3; 5; 8; 9) with exactly one 9-gon (see Fig. 9.27 in [2]).
Zaks [51] called a planar graph non-Grinbergian if all the face degrees are congruent to
2 (mod 3). He constructed a non-Hamiltonian graph in  (3; 5; 8) and proved that <1
for the family  (3; 5; 8; 11; : : :) of all 3-regular non-Grinbergian polyhedral graphs.
3. General methods
To prove an inequality (G)60, where 0<1, for a given family G the general
method is as follows. Construct an innite sequence hGni; Gn 2G, such that
h(Gn)6 asn + b; v(Gn)>ctn + d;









As an example we sketch a proof that (G)<1, where G= (3; 5; 8; 11; : : :). It is
not the same proof as that given in [51] but it starts with the graph G1 shown in
[51, Fig. 2], for which v(G1)= 92 and h(G1)= 90. Dene X =G1 − x1, where x1 can
be any vertex of G1. We have v(X )= 91 and h2(X )= 89, where h2(X ) is the maximum
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number of vertices of X on a path joining two of its vertices of degree 2. Form a
sequence hGni; Gn 2G, as follows. For n>1, convert Gn into Gn+1 by replacing every
vertex by a copy of X . (To replace a vertex x of Gn by X we join X to Gn − x by
means of three edges incident at their vertices of degree 2.) Then
h(Gn)6 h(G1):[h2(X )− 1]n−1 = 90:88n−1;
v(Gn) = v(G1):[v(X )− 1]n−1 = 92:90n−1:
It follows that




In [52], Zaks proved that ( (3; 5; q))<1 for all q>11 and the same result holds
for 76q610 (see [25,53,26]).
To prove an inequality (G)60, where 0<1, for a given family G we construct
a sequence hGni; Gn 2G, such that
h(Gn)6an+ b; v(Gn)>cn+ d









As an example we sketch a proof that ( (3; 5; 8))<1. This proof is not given
in [51] but we start with the graph G1 2 (3; 5; 8) shown in [51, Fig 2]. Choose a
vertex x1 of G1 at which three 5-gons meet and dene X =G1 − x1. Form a sequence
hGni; Gn 2 (3; 5; 8) as follows. For n>1, convert Gn into Gn+1 by replacing one
vertex x at which three 5-gons meet by a copy of X . This is always possible because
X itself contains such vertices. The three 5-gons in Gn which met at x become 8-gons
in Gn+1 and all the other faces are 5-gons or 8-gons as they are unaltered faces of Gn
or interior faces of X . Hence Gn 2 (3; 5; 8) for all n. We have
h(Gn)6 h(G1) + (n− 1)[h2(X )− 1]= 88n+ 2;






4. Results for  (r; p; q) and  (p; q; r)
Now consider the families of r-regular polyhedral graphs whose faces are all
p-gons or q-gons, p<q, and the corresponding dual families of r-gonal polyhedral
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Table 1
Shortness parameters for  (r;p; q) and some subfamilies
r p q Subfamily Result References
3 5 6 > 45 [23]
>7 <1 [52, 53, 25, 26]
>79; 6 0 (mod 5) <1 [10, 14]
>12; 6 0 (mod 5) <1 [35]
40 + 5t; t>0 <1 [35]
>7 =4 > 34 [8]
8, 14 =5 <1 [50]
20 + 8t; t>0 =5 <1 [27]
12 No (12, 12) =0 [21]
>13 No (q; q) > 34 note (2)
>26 No (q; q) <1 [32, 40]
3 4 6 =0 [6]
7, 9 <1 [29]
17 + 2t; t>0 <1 [47]
7 No (4, 4) <1 [39]
3 3 6 =0 [7]
7, 8, 9, 10 <1 [28, 41]
4 3 4 >0 [5]
>12 <1 [29]
20 =6 <1 [29]
5 3 >14; 6 0 (mod 3) =6 <1 [29]
27 + 3t; t>0 <1 [36], note 3
>29; 6 0 (mod 3) No (q; q) <1 [13]
graphs whose vertices are all of degree p or q; p<q. If these families  (r;p; q) and
 (p; q; r) are non-empty then, by Euler’s relation for polyhedra,
(r; p)= (3; 5); (3; 4); (3; 3); (4; 3) or (5; 3);
only, while q can take any value greater than p apart from the condition (see [28,
Lemma 1]) that q610 when (r; p)= (3; 3). The families  (3; 3; 4);  (3; 3; 5);  (3; 4; 5)
and their duals are nite and contain Hamiltonian graphs only. All the other non-
empty families  (r;p; q) and  (p; q; r) are innite and so the denitions of  and 
are applicable to them.
In Tables 1 and 2 we summarise known results about shortness parameters for the
innite families  (r;p; q) and  (p; q; r) as well as for certain of their subfamilies. For
simplicity, we omit the actual upper bounds for  and , which often depend on the
particular value of q. The references cited give more details and proofs. References to
earlier results that have been superseded are mostly omitted.
In both tables, results for subfamilies are indicated by entries in the fourth column.
We shall now explain these entries.
A graph is called cyclically -edge-connected if at least  edges have to be deleted
to disconnect the graph into two components each containing a cycle. For a graph in
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Table 2
Shortness parameters for  (p; q; r) and some subfamilies
r p Subfamily Result References
3 5 6, 7 =0 [37]
>14 <1 [33]
>12 No (q; q) =0 [20]
3 4 6, 7 =0 [37]
10, 11 <1 [30]
>12 <1 [30]
3 3 6, 7 =0 [37]
8, 9, 10 <1 [20]
4 3 4 >0 [5], note (2)
>8 <1 [30]
4 No (3; 3) >2 [20]
5 No (3; 3) <1 [20]
6, 7 No (q; q) = 23 [20]
8, 9, 10 No ( ; ) <1 [20]
5 3 4 <1 [31]
8, 10 <1 [31]
4 No (q; q) > 25 [22]
6, 8 No (q; q) <1 [22]
9;>12 No (q; q) <1 [22]
 (r;p; q); 65 when r=3 and 66 when r=4; for a graph in  (5;p; q) whose
connectivity is exactly 3, 66 (see [46]). We use an entry ‘= 0’ in Table 1 to
identify a subfamily consisting of cyclically 0-edge-connected graphs.
An edge of a polyhedral graph is of type (a; b; c; d) if it is incident with vertices of
degrees a and b, a6b, and with a c-gon and a d-gon, c6d. Jendrol’ and Tkac [24]
give a complete listing of all families of polyhedral graphs with exactly two types
of edges, together with their cardinalities. Here, we are interested only in the innite
families. Some (but not all) of these are subfamilies of families of the form  (r;p; q)
or  (p; q; r). The edges of a graph in  (r;p; q) are of at most three types, namely
(r; r;p;p); (r; r;p; q) and (r; r; q; q). For certain values of the parameters r; p and q
there is an innite subfamily consisting of graphs with edges of exactly two types. An
entry ‘no (q; q)’ in Table 1 identies the subfamily whose members have no edges
of type (r; r; q; q), that is, no adjacent q-gons. Similarly, an entry ‘no (p;p)’ means
that the subfamily excludes adjacent p-gons. (Note that there is no case where both
subfamilies are innite.) Entries in the fourth column of Table 2 have the dual meaning.
4.1. Notes on Table 1
1. Apart from the tetrahedron, graphs in  (3; 3; q) cannot have edges of type (3,3; 3,3)
because they are 3-connected. Hence the results given for (r; p)= (3; 3) remain valid
if we insert ‘no (3,3)’ in the fourth column.
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2. Graphs in  (3; 5; q) with no adjacent q-gons are necessarily cyclically 4-edge-
connected. This explains the result in the tenth line (compare line six). A somewhat
larger lower bound, depending on q, is found in [16].
3. The result in [36] improves on the inequality ( (5; 3; 6; 9; : : :))<1 obtained in [49].
Conjecture 5. ( (3; 5; 6))= 0.
Two papers by Goodey [6,7] show that ( (3;p; 6))= 0 for p=3; 4 but for p=5
the best result so far is > 45 [23]. Conjecture 5 is a special case of the more general
conjecture that ( (3; 3; 4; 5; 6))= 0 (see, for instance, [7]). If it is true, there could be
an application in Chemistry to the nomenclature for general carbon clusters (fullerenes).
Conjecture 6. ( (3; 4; 2t))= 0; t>3.
Barnette’s conjecture [1], that every bipartite 3-regular polyhedral graph is
Hamiltonian, remains open except for small graphs. Conjecture 6, which is a special
case of Barnette’s conjecture, has been proved only for t=3 [6].
There are various problems whose solution would ll obvious gaps in Table 1. For
instance, there are no results for the following families of graphs:
 (4; 3; q); 56q611;
 (5; 3; q); 36q613 and q=15; 18; 21; 24;
graphs in  (3; 5; q) with no adjacent q−gons; 136q625:
4.2. Notes on Table 2
1. As in Table 1, results for (r; p)= (3; 3) remain valid with ‘no (3,3)’ inserted in the
fourth column.
2. The proof that =1 for  (3; 4; 3; 4) (see [5]) easily yield >0 for the same family,
which implies that ( (3; 4; 4))>0:
3. Non-trivial exact values of  and  seem hard to obtain, so the value = 23 in Table 2
is noteworthy.
The inequality > 25 for graphs in  (3; 4; 5) with no adjacent vertices of degree 4
is unlikely to be best possible. We suggest:
Conjecture 7. All graphs in  (3; 4; 5) without adjacent vertices of degree 4 are
Hamiltonian.
Other conjectures relating to Table 2 may be found in [20,22].
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5. Other results
We start with some general results. Jackson [18] showed that (G3)>log2(1+
p
5)−
1; where G3 is the family of all 3-connected 3-regular (but not necessarily planar)
graphs. For p>3;  (3;6p) is a subfamily of G3, so
( (3;6p))>log2(1 +
p
5)− 1 ’ 0:69:
Since log 2=log 3<0:69, Conjecture 2 is proved for r=3 and all p>3.
In [19], Jackson and Wormald considered polyhedral graphs, with no restriction on
vertex or face degrees. They proved that
( (<1;<1))>0:2072
and also that, if G is any cyclically 4-edge-connected polyhedral graph, then h(G)>
2v(G)=(9 loge v(G)): It follows that =1 for the family of all such graphs.
Tkac [42] considered the family R of non-regular polyhedral graphs with edges of
exactly the two types (4,4; 3,5) and (4,6; 4,5), as well as the dual family R. He showed
that (R)= 0 and that h(G)= 24(v(G)− 1)=31 for all G 2R, so that (R)= 2431 .
Jendrol’ and Kekenak [20] dened a parameter called the length coecient of a






Note that this parameter is not related to the shortness index, also denoted by (G),
as dened in [9] and in this paper. For results about the length coecients of families
of graphs with exactly two types of edges, see [20].
Harant and Walther [15] proved that <1 for the family of graphs in  (3;6136)
such that every longest cycle has a bridge with at least ! touch points, where ! is
arbitrary.
Schmidt and Zamrescu [38] dened Pkn to be the family of all 3-regular polyhe-
dral graphs such that every face degree is congruent to k (mod n). Thus, for instance,
P47 = (3; 4; 11; 18; : : :) and P
2
3 is the family of non-Grinbergian graphs (see [51]). In
[38] it is shown that (Pkn )<1 for most of the possible values of (k; n).
A planar graph is called self-dual if it is isomorphic to its plane dual. By
Euler’s relation, every self-dual polyhedral graph contains some vertices and faces of
degree 3. Let D(q) denote the family of all self-dual polyhedral graphs such that every
face is a 3-gon or q-gon and every vertex has degree 3 or q, 3<q. Then D(q) is a sub-
family of  (3; q; 3; q). In [34] it is shown that, for all q>8; D(q) has non-Hamiltonian










holds for all q>10. Non-Hamiltonian members of D(q) provide examples of non-
Hamiltonian polyhedral graphs whose duals are also non-Hamiltonian. The results of
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[34] generalise the theorem in [48] and answer (except in one case) the last problem
posed in that paper. We do not know whether (D(7))<1.
There are some results that involve the concept of toughness. A connected graph G
is called t-tough if jSj>t!(G − S) for every vertex cut S in G (see [2]). A 1-tough
graph is simply called tough. If G is not tough, then it is non-Hamiltonian. If G is
t-tough, planar and non-Hamiltonian then, by Tutte’s theorem [45], t6 32 .
Let T (t) denote the family of all t-tough graphs. Dillencourt [3,4] considered the
family of all tough maximal planar graphs and proved that
(T (1)\ (<1; 3))6 log 5
log 6
:
Tkac [43] proved the same result independently and also presented a smallest non-























<1 for r=3; 4; 5;
given in [12,11], respectively.
In this paper we have conned our attention to polyhedral graphs and their purely
combinatorial properties. Thus we have excluded results for regular bipartite graphs,
r-connected r-regular graphs and so on and have not mentioned, for instance, inscrib-
able polyhedra since metrical considerations are involved.
The author wishes to thank the organisers warmly for all their eorts in running a
very enjoyable and useful conference, which provided an opportunity to meet many
Indian mathematicians. It was a privilege to be able to help celebrate the tenth an-
niversary of the Ramanujan Mathematical Society.
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